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Abstract Pedestrians in crowd scenes tend to connect with each other and form coherent groups. In order
to investigate the collective behaviors in crowds, plenty of works have been conducted on group detection.
However, most of the existing methods are limited to discover the underlying semantic priors of individuals.
By segmenting the crowd image into patches, this paper proposes the Patch-based Topic Model (PTM) for
group detection. The main contributions of this study are threefold: (1) the crowd dynamics are represented
by patch-level descriptor, which provides a macroscopic-level representation; (2) the semantic topic label
of each patch are inferred by integrating the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model and the Markov
random fields (MRF); (3) the optimal group number is determined automatically with an intro-class distance
evaluation criterion. Experimental results on real-world crowd videos demonstrate the superior performance
of the proposed method over the state-of-the-arts.
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Introduction

In crowd scenes, people usually interact with the surroundings and group together. Individuals within
the same group exhibit collective behaviors, and share similar motion patterns. Since groups provides
a mid-level understanding about the crowd phenomenon, group detection has been an active research
area in computer vision, and involves a lot of practical applications, such as crowd counting [1], crowd
tracking [2] and anomaly detection [3]. Though many approaches have been proposed in recent years,
group detection remains to be a diﬃcult task due to the complex nature of collective behaviors.
One limitation shared by existing works is the locality of study object. To analyze the crowd behavior,
it’s fundamental to extract the individuals in crowd scenes. Since detection and tracking algorithms are
inapplicable in crowd scenes, previous works mostly treat particles [4, 5] or feature points [6–11] as study
objects, and model their velocities directly to detect groups. But both the particles and feature points are
too microcosmic to reflect the global crowd motion. Moreover, their velocities may fluctuate dramatically
because of the locality property. So it’s essential to perceive the motion dynamics at the macroscopic
level.
Another diﬃculty in group detection is the exploration of underlying semantic motion prior. Instead
of random occurrence, the movement of each individual is driven by a motion prior, which can also be
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Figure 1 Pipeline of the proposed Patch-based Topic Model. First, the patch-level descriptor is constructed with the
distribution of the feature points over the orientation space. Then, the obtained descriptor is fed into the LDA model, and
a MRF prior is imposed on the hidden priors to enforce the spatial coherence. After model inference, the semantic motion
prior within each patch is learned. Finally, the feature points are combined according to the prior of the corresponding
patch. Scatters with diﬀerent colors indicate diﬀerent detected groups.

interpreted as the moving intention [10]. In the same group, individuals have similar behaviors, which
implies the fact that they share the same semantic prior. Thus, the investigation of the underlying prior
could facilitate group detection. However, many existing works [4–8, 11] only emphasize the observed
movements of individuals, and neglect the underlying prior.
In addition, the decision of group number is also a barrier to detect groups. Generally speaking, group
detection can be considered as the clustering of individuals. But unlike standard clustering problem,
the desired group number is unknown in the crowd analysis literature. Some methods [6–8, 10] simply
combine the individuals whose similarities are larger than a fixed threshold. But it’s impractical to chose
a threshold that suitable for crowds with various densities and structures. So it’s necessary to decide the
group number automatically.
In this paper, a new group detection method, namely Patch-based Topic Model (PTM) is developed
to tackle the above issues. Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
(1) A patch-level descriptor is developed to represent crowd motion from the macroscopic aspect. Thus,
the proposed method is robust to the fluctuation of feature points.
(2) The semantic priors of crowd motions are deeply exploited by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
model, and the Markov random field is introduced to enforce the spatial coherence.
(3) The optimal group number is decided automatically with an intra-class distance evaluation criterion.
Then the proposed method is able to handle crowds without various densities.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the proposed PTM method. Section
3 presents the experimental results. The conclusion and future work are given in Section 4.

2

Patch-based Topic Model for Group Detection

In this section, the Patch-based Topic Model for group detection is introduced. First, the crowd image is
segmented into patches, and the feature points in the crowd scenes are extracted. Then, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model and Markov random filed (MRF) are jointly combined to learn the semantic
motion prior of each patch. With the learned priors, each feature points can be assigned with a group
label according to the patch it belongs to. Finally, the intra-class distance (ID) is utilized to decide the
optimal group number and produce the final groups. The pipeline of the proposed model is shown in
Figure 1
2.1

Patch-level Descriptor

Due to the diﬃculty to identify pedestrians in crowd scenes, existing approaches mostly treat particles or
feature points as individuals directly. However, as mentioned above, the local particles or feature points
can’t reveal the real crowd motion. So we propose to represent the crowd movements at the patch-level.
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First, image segmentation technique is employed to divide the crowd scene into patches. In this work,
the SLIC algorithm is used since it can produce compact image patches eﬃciently. And each crowd scene
is segmented into 100 patches. Then, feature points are detected and tracked with a generalized KandaeLucas-Tomasi (gKLT) tracker [8]. And we remove the patches where no feature points are detected.
Finally, the orientation space is divided into four directions, and the patch-level descriptor of each patch
is defined as the distribution of its corresponding feature points over the divided orientation space, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
2.2

Latent Topic Model

To learn the motion prior within each segmented patch, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is utilized.
LDA is a classical topic model to discover the hidden topics from text corpus. Given the corpus and
the desired topic number, LDA learns the topic distribution over document according to the words
of each document. In the past decades, LDA has shown dominant performance in natural language
processing [13], and image segmentation [14, 15]. In this study, we treat the patches as documents, and
the crowd image as corpus. The patch-level descriptor is regarded as the words. Then we aim to learn
the topic of each patch, which can be understood as the semantic motion prior.
Here we describe the generative process of LDA, as shown in Figure 1. Supposing there are N documents in the corpus, the topic number is K and the size of the vocabulary is W (in this work, W is 4 since
the orientation space is divided into four directions), α ∈ RK×1 , β ∈ RK×W are hyper-parameters for
Dirichlet distribution and Multinomial distribution respectively, θ ∈ RK×1 is a multinomial vector, zi is
the topic of document i, and wi is the word sequence of i. For a corpus, LDA first draws the distribution
of θzi according to the Dirichlet distribution parameterized by α. Then for each document i, the hidden
topic zi is produced with a multinomial distribution parameterized by θzi . Finally, the word sequence wi
is chosen from the vocabulary with a multinomial distribution parameterized by β and conditioned on
N
the topic zi , i.e. p(wi |zi , β). The joint distribution of θ, w = {wi }N
i=1 , z = {zi }i=1 , α and β is
p(θ, w, z|α, β) = p(θ|α)p(z|θ)p(w|z, β),
∑
∏K
Γ( K αk )
α −1
p(θ|α) = ∏K k=1
(θk ) k ,
k=1
k=1 Γ(αk )
∏N
p(z|θ) =
θzi ,
i=1
∏N
p(w|z, β) =
βzi ,wi

(1)

i=1

where Dir() is the Dirichlet distribution and M ult() is the Multinomial distribution.
The above traditional LDA is suitable for handling text data. But in the field of image processing,
the spatial correlation between the patches should also be emphasized. Inspired by the development on
image segmentation [14, 15], we jointly incorporate Markov random field (MRF) into LDA to enforce
the spatial coherence. Instead of drawing zi from the Multinomial distribution directly, a MRF prior is
placed on the hidden topics:
N
∑
∑
p(z|θ, σ) ∝ exp(
log θzi + σ
δ(zi = zj )),
i=1

(2)

i∼j

where i ∼ j means that patch i is adjacent to patch j, δ is the indicator function, σ controls the
balance of the fitting term (first term) and the smooth term (second term). The smooth term encourages
the adjacent patches to share the same topic. Thus the spatial coherence is achieved. And the joint
distribution is rewritten as
p(θ, w, z|α, β, σ) ∝

∑
Γ( K
α )
∏K k=1 k
k=1 Γ(αk )

∏K
k=1

(θk )

αk −1

exp(

N
∑
i=1

log θzi + σ

∑
i∼j

δ(zi = zj ))

∏N
i=1

βzi ,wi .

(3)
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And the optimal topics are learned with
z ∗ = arg max p(w|z).

(4)

z

The optimal conjunction of α, θ, β, z and σ can be eﬃciently solved by the variational inference method
[14]. Readers can refer to [14] for the details.
With the obtained topics, each feature point can be assigned with a prior label according to the patch
it belongs to, as shown in Figure 1. Then each pair of points are clustered into the same group if the
corresponding patches share the same topic.
2.3

Decision of Optimal Groups

The above model captures the latent topic of each patch, which is also the motion prior. However, it
needs the number of topics to be given, which is diﬃcult in real-world applications. So we utilize the
intra-class distance (ID) evaluation criterion [16] to determine the optimal topic number, then the group
number can be also decided automatically.
First, we set the topic number K to be eight discrete values (1, 2, ..., 8), and learn the latent topics
with diﬀerent K. After that, the feature points are clustered into K groups. Then we build a similarity
graph S on the feature points as following
{
−
→
−λ(pm −pn )2
1,
if cos(−
v→
>β
m , vn ) × e
,
(5)
S(m, n) =
0,
otherwise
where −
v→
m and pm are the velocity and spatial location of point m, cos() indicates the cosine similarity. λ
is a parameter, and β is a threshold.
With the similarity graph, intra-class distance (ID) is denoted as
ID = ∑C

1

C
∑

∑

Nc (Nc −1)
c=1 m,n∈Group c
c=1
2

1 − S(m, n),

(6)

where C is the total number of detected groups, Nc is the number of feature points in group c. A
small value of ID indicates that the points within each group are with consistent velocities and small
spatial distances. Then the topic number K with the smallest ID is chosen as the optimal K, and the
corresponding groups are the final groups. The details of our approach is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the proposed method

Input: image patches, feature points, parameter λ, threshold β
1 for K = 1,2,...,8
2
Compute the patch-level descriptor;
3
Learn the topic of each patch with K;
4
Combine the patches with the same topic and obtain groups;
5
Calculate the intra-class distance (ID) of groups;
6 end
7 Set the groups with smallest ID as the final result.
Output: Detected groups

3

Experiments

In this section, extensive experiments are conducted on a real-world crowd dataset to evaluate the proposed PTM. Throughout the experiments, all the competitors take their optimal parameters. The methods are compared on two aspects: group detection and group number estimation.
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Results of group detection methods. The best results are in bold face.
PTM

CF

CT

MCC

ACC

0.7824

0.7034

0.7523

0.6810

Purity

0.8748

0.7331

0.7762

0.8472

RI

0.8534

0.7821

0.8343

0.7442

Dataset: Experiments are conducted on CUHK Crowd Dataset [7]. The dataset consists of 474 crowd
videos from real-world scenes. It gives the spatial locations and velocities of feature points, and the
group label of each point is also annotated by human observers. For selecting the best parameters, we
randomly choose 100 videos, and use the 30 frames of each selected video as the training set. And all the
rest frames are taken as testing test.
Selection of parameters: There are two parameters, including λ and β, in our method. Figure 2
plots the group detection accuracy (ACC) [9] of our method under diﬀerent λ and β. λ governs the scale
of the detected group. When λ is large, a united group may be mistakenly divided into parts. And when
λ is too small, the far away points will be similar, and some noise will be included. As shown in the figure,
the performance is relatively good when λ is 0.2, so we set λ = 0.2 in the experiments. In addition, the
threshold β also controls the similarity of points. When β is too large, there will be no similar points,
leading to the over-segmentation. And when it’s too small, all the points will be included in the same
group. We finally choose β as 0.8 in this work.
Competitors: To evaluate the performance of the proposed PTM, three state-of-the-art methods are
taken for comparison, they are Coherent Filetering (CF) [6], Collective Transition (CT) [7] and Measuring
Crowd Collectiveness (MCC) [8].
Performance on group detection. Group detection is performed on every video, and the average
result are reported. Three widely used measurements, the accuracy (ACC) [9], Purity and Rand Index
(RI) [10] are taken to evaluate the performance quantitatively. The experimental results are exhibited
in Table 1. It’s manifest that the proposed PTM has the highest ACC, Purity and RI, which indicates
the best performance. CF finds the invariant neighbors of a feature point, and clusters them into the
same group if their motion correlation is large. CT refines the results of CF by removing the points
with large transition errors. MCC exploits the topological similarities of points, and combines those with
high similarity. The above three methods take the feature points as study objects directly, so they are
sensitive to the fluctuation of feature points. In addition, all of them neglect the underlying motion
prior in crowd motion, and can’t decide the optimal group number automatically according to the crowd
densities. The proposed PTM deeply investigates the semantic motion prior within each patches, and
utilizes the intro-class distance criterion to decide the desired number of groups. So it doesn’t has the
above drawbacks and shows satisfying performance. Examples of the ground truth and the results of
diﬀerent methods are shown in Figure 3. The results of PTM are close to the ground truth.
Performance on group number estimation. In this part, we evaluate the performance the proposed PTM on group number estimation. Two standard metrics, Averaging Diﬀerence (AD) and Variance
(VAR) [11] are used as measurements. A lower value of AR indicates the less deviation from the ground
truth, and a lower VAR means a higher stability on the group number estimation. The AR and VAR of
diﬀerent methods are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the proposed PTM achieves the lowest VAR.
CF fails because it can’t capture the subtle diﬀerence of points’ movements. Both CT and MCC threshold
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(a) Ground truth

(b) Patches

(c) Learned topics

(d) PTM

(e) CF

(f) CT

(g) MCC

Figure 3 Representative results of group detection. (a) Ground truth. (b) Segmented patches. (c) Topics learned by the
proposed model. Patches with the same topic are visualized with the same color. (d)-(g) Group detection results of the
proposed PTM, CF, CT and MCC. Scatters with diﬀerent colors indicate diﬀerent detected groups. It can be seen that our
method achieves the consistent results with the ground truth.
Table 2

Quantitative comparison on group number estimation. The best results are in bold face.
PTM

CF

CT

AD

1.21

2.45

1.63

MCC
1.59

VAR

1.42

3.01

1.83

1.874

the points’ similarity to detect groups, but it’s unreliable to find a suitable threshold for the crowds with
various densities and structures. The proposed PTM finds the optimal group number according to the
intra-class distance of detected groups, so it’s able to estimate the group number correctly.

4

Conclusions

In this study, a new Patch-based Topic Model (PTM) is put forward for group detection. The feature
points are firstly assembled into patches, which represent the crowd motion at the macroscopic level.
Then Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Markov random fields are jointly integrated to explore the semantic
motion prior within each patch, based on which the coherent points are identified. Finally, the intra-class
distance evaluation criterion is used to find the optimal groups. Extensive experiments on real-world
videos shows that our method achieves comparative performance against the state-of-the-arts.
In the future work, we plan to utilize semantic motion prior into some specific applications on crowd
surveillance, such as anomaly detection and activity recognition. Moreover, it’s also desirable to design
more powerful descriptors to quantify the complicated crowd behaviors.
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